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Public Contracting



Governing Law and Rules
Public contracting is heavily rule driven

ORS 279
• 279A – “Public Contracting General Provisions”
• 279B – “Public Procurements”
• 279C – “Public Improvements and Related Contracts”

TriMet Contracting Rules

TriMet Contract Review Board Rules
• TriMet Board of Directors sometimes sits as the “Contract Review Board” to exercise certain statutory 

powers, e.g. approving exemptions from low bid

FTA Rules (e.g. Circular 4220.1F) for federally-funded contracts
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Procurement Methods
• Invitation To Bid (Lowest Price)

 Responsiveness – a bid that complies with the 
procurement procedures and requirements 

 Responsibility – a bidder who is qualified to perform the 
work

• Request for Proposals (Price + Qualifications)
 Selection Committee reviews proposal and scores based 

on RFP criteria and price
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Types of Contracts
1. Goods and Services

 Invitation To Bid (Lowest Price)
 Request for Proposals (Price + Qualifications)

2. Construction (“Public Improvement”)
 Invitation To Bid (Lowest Price) 

» Good for simple projects where design is complete at time of bid (“Design, Bid, Build”)
 Request for Proposals (Price + Qualifications)

» Only after “exemption from low bid” approved by Board
» Need RFP to select alternative contracting methods, i.e. CM/GC and Design Build
» Good for more complex projects and projects where contractor input into design is wanted

3. Architecture and Engineering (“A&E”)
 “Brooks Act”/Qualifications-Based Selection (“QBS”)
 Price cannot be considered in selection- negotiated after selection

4. Personal Services Contracts
 “Services where the skill, ability, resources, knowledge, or expertise are of paramount importance”
 Non-A&E Personal Services Contracts can consider price in selection
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Delivery Methods

Design Bid Build Owner + Designer + Contractor

Design Build Owner + (Designer + Contractor)

CMGC (Owner + Contractor) + Designer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design Bid Build: Owner has contract with the designer, and a contract with the builder.  Owner is responsible to provide buildable design, and documents must be as inclusive of all materials and requirements.  The right delivery method when scope is well defined. Evaluation is solely on lowest price prior to contract award.  (100% complete Drwgs)Design Build: Owner has a contract with a design build team.  It is important that owner can be clear with the program requirements, project design and construction lie with one entity.  Used when contractor has special in either the design, or construction aspect of the project.  Such as the I-205 Green Line, Tilikum Crossing Bridge or many of our parking structures.  Evaluation is based on qualification and price is negotiated as the first cost element, constructions cost will be estimated along side the progress of the design. (30% complete Drwgs)



Justification

Design Bid Build Default Delivery method by statute

Design Build Specific Design Expertise or Risk

CMGC Special Requirements Expertise, Risk
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMGC: Now that we’ve looked at DBB and DB for their attributes of ……….Owner has a contract with a design team that will design the project, and a contract with a construction manager general contractor to build.  The CMGC is brought on early in the project, 30% design and is at the service of the owner to provide cost estimates and constructability reviews. CMGC is a great tool when there are special requirements for how the construction is performed. Examples are constructing while maintaining vehicle or rail traffic, minimizing impact on business, right of way availability.  Projects include Orange Line West and East segments, Rail and Switch replacement programDB and CMGC are Negotiated Procurements.   They give the owner…..Give live market cost feedback Allows for special requirements to be understood and monetizedAllows for TM to influence the sub-contracting plans to maximize participation.Establishes a TCP not GMPAll negotiated delivery methods require substantiated finds, a public hearing describing ________________________, and TriMet board approval.  



Outcomes

Design/Bid/Build Smaller Capital Projects, success with 
bringing new firms to TM projects.

Design/Build Park Ave Park &Ride, Tilikum Crossing

CM/GC Division Transit, Orange Line, Second 
Shelter, Track Replacement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEED HELPWith some DBE utilization stats.  We talked about citing stats from each of the projectsImax  18% $34.9m to certified firmsGreen Line 17% $57.8m to certified firmsPMLR 26%  $174.8m to Certified FirmsTracking to date….
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TriMet’s DBE program & Workforce 
Diversity Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TriMet maintains its national, award-winning model for involving small and emerging businesses owned by people of color and women that began with the Interstate MAX Light Rail Project in 2000.We believe the businesses and people building our transit system should represent the demographics and diversity of our region. That’s why we are committed to providing opportunities for Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) in our efforts to improve mobility throughout the Portland area.In order to accomplish this, our Department of Diversity and Transit Equity oversees federally-compliant DBE and Title VI programs. We also promote opportunities for women and people of color through our construction workforce hiring and training program.



What is a DBE?

Disadvantaged Business Enterprises 
are small, for-profit business that are 
at least 51% owned by individuals who 
are socially and economically 
disadvantaged, as defined by the 
federal government.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TriMet partners with its prime contractors, subcontractors and other agencies to remove barriers for disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) firms to compete and work on light rail and facilities projects. The agency has created a high standard of ensuring DBE firms work on projects through relationships with prime contractors and the small business community to provide mentoring in the areas of business operations, expanding areas of expertise and workforce training. 



TriMet’s DBE Utilization Highlights 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contracting results – we are the undisputed leader for DBE contracting in the state of Oregon, and have been for over a decade – our most recent success was through the orange line where we achieved 24% DBE utilization



Workforce Training & Hiring Program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TriMet’s DBE program also includes workforce training & Hiring program expectations which we track and support as part of the contract and analyze 



For the record, TriMet is a race and 
gender neutral contracting agency
• TriMet shall not use quotas, set-asides or preferences in the design or 

administration of this DBE program. 

• Overall DBE Aspirational goal: TriMet, as the principal recipient of Federal-aid 
funds, must set an overall aspirational goal for DBE participation in U.S.DOT 
assisted contracts.  TriMet’s FTA aspirational goal has been set at 10.72%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So with no goals, and no expressed targets how has TriMet led the region, how have we consistently achieved such high outcomes



Leadership & Agency Culture 
DBE Program Support Strategies 
• Providing technical and business assistance to DBEs and other small businesses to 

ensure they are able to provide contracted work. Such assistance includes marketing 
support, fringe benefit package management and safety training.

• Dividing scopes of work into smaller packages to encourage DBE contractors to bid 
and work alongside larger firms as the smaller firms build marketable skills set.

• Assisting contractors to ensure their workforce reflects the community.

• Providing technical assistance and training on estimating, financing, business 
development and performance.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
By focusing on creating opportunities that incorporate sustainability and inclusion, the agency has been able to set the bar and maintain our commitment to contracting locally, building capacity and ensuring the workforce across our projects more and more reflect the community in which we serveAt the end of the day – in my opinion our success can be mostly attributed to agency leadership both at the Board and the Executive level – that has informed the culture and mindset of our capital projects teamFor almost 20 years we have had a consistent focus on pushing ourselves to do more to level the playing field for minority contractors and workers, and to ensure that our projects contribute to the regional growth and capacity of DBE firms, we have also supported the growth of a diverse and trained workforce through our focus on apprenticeship utilization Like Fred Hansen, & Neil McFarlane before him, TriMet’s GM Doug Kelsey shares these values and commitments and TriMets new business pan challenges the agency to transfer the lessons learned from the success of our capital project division and begin promoting that across all of TriMet’s procurement areas



Next Steps
Business plan goal
• Grow Business inclusion and 

diversity efforts

Business plan metric
• Volume or value of contracts 

awarded to Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprises and/or 
Minority Business Enterprises
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